First-principles pseudopotential calculations are reported for the structural properties, band offsets, and single™particle electronic states of (GaP)"(GaAs)" (001) and (111) 
The basis for the band-gap variability provided by these layered structures is largely due to the fact that the resulting onedimensional geometry causes a dipolar potential shift alternating (as a constant) in the quantum wells and barriers. For wide quantum-well structures (e.g. , longperiod SL's), where eff'ective-mass theory is applicable, the resulting band-edge energy levels are then simply those of the constituents, modified by (i) the band-offset shift due to the dipolar potential, (ii) the confinement energy of the quantum well in which the state exists, and (iii) a strain splitting (if the constituents are lattice mismatched and the interfaces are coherent). The "engineering" of the levels then comes about controlling the amount of localization energy (by controlling the width of the well, or by controlling the growth direction that affects the pertinent eff'ective mass) and by controlling the starting position of the constituent's band-edge energy levels (for example, by controlling alloy compositions of pseudobinary alloy constituents, or by controlling relative volume proportions or substrate lattice constants in coherent epitaxial growth of lattice-mismatched constituents). In the case of long-period strained-layer SL's, Osbourn has demonstrated how such systems allow independent variability of structural properties (the lattice constant), optical properties (the band gap), and transport properties (carrier mobilities). In contrast to this, levels in ultrathin SL's [(AB)"(A'B') with n+m~6] cannot be described by eff'ective-mass theory. Other empirical theories (such as tight-binding or empirical-pseudopotential theories) that incorporate the interface simply by averaging parameters from the bulk constituents describe such systems only approximately.
In ultrathin SL's the interface region is a significant fraction of the total volume, and thus can cause strong mixings between different zincblende valleys that are folded on top of each other in the SL Brillouin zone. These mixings control the physics of energy levels in ultrathin SL's They cause energy-level splittings and repulsions (as large as 1 eV, as seen below) and oscillator strength sharing (thus controlling the pseudodirect versus direct nature of optical transitions). Such effects are largely peculiar to very-short-period SL's, and thus demonstrate the added flexibility these structures bring to the art of band-structure engineering. Such ultrathin SL's have been studied recently both experimentally and theoretically, especially with regard to the GaAs/A1As (Refs. 10 and 11) and Si/Ge (Refs. 4 and 12) systems. A careful analysis of the physics controlling energy-level formation in such systems is particularly important, in light of the fact that spectroscopic analysis of the changes in their optical gaps is frequently used' as a probe in determining the extent of ordering in spontaneously ordered' ultrathin SL systems.
It is thus the purpose of this present work to apply self-consistent first-principles methods to systematically describe the physics of intervalley mixing and the resulting SL energy levels in short-period (GaP)"(GaAs)"(001) and (111) SL's, with n~3 . Combining these results with corresponding results on the (GaAs) "(A1As ) "system leads to the development of a general theory of energylevel formation in ultrathin SL's. This theory demon- strates, for example, that intervalley coupling strengths (and their resulting  level repulsions and oscillator strength sharing) are very weak for even n period (AC)"(BC)"SL's, and decay like 1/n for odd n periods.
It gives a quantitative understanding to the degree to 43 8962 1991 The American Physical Society which an optical transition in such systems is direct or pseudodirect, and to the degree to which it can be labeled type I or type II. We also present predictions for the optical transition energies in (001) and (111)(GaP)"(GaAs)" SL's (Tables I and IV) .
Previous work on intervalley mixings in SL's has been confined mainly to the (001) GaAs/Al Gai As common-anion system. In such a (001) SL geometry, the underlying zinc-blende X states are split into X' (which folds to the SL zone center, and thus couples to the states at I there), and X and X~( which couple to each other away from the SL zone center). Two basic questions have been attempted to be answered: (i) what is the strength of the I -X' coupling at the SL zone center, and (ii) and Zunger"), whereas the effective-mass-determined order of X' lying below X"~h olds for n + 4 In our discussion below on the common-cation GaP/GaAs system, we shall treat these same theoretical questions, and also generalize them to (111)-oriented SL's. As will be seen, comparison between the common-anion and common-cation systems will shed light on some of the underlying physics determining the answers to these questions. strates a set of (GaP)"(GaAs) SL's with (n, m)=(2, 6), (3, 6) , (4, 6) SL transitions, from which a 0.4-eV conduction-band offset of the unstrained constituents was extracted. A subsidiary purpose of the present work is thus to resolve the disagreement between these experimental band-offset values through first-principles calculations.
The discussion will proceed as follows. The method used to perform the first-principles calculations will be described in Sec. II. Section III will outline the present theory of SL levels in ultrathin systems. Sections IV and V will demonstrate this theory for (001) and (111) SL's, respectively, with comparisons given between the common-cation GaAs/GaP and common-anion GaAs/A1As systems. Section VI will explore briefiy the nature of SL levels in [110] and [201] growth directions. A summary of our conclusions will be presented in Sec. VII.
II. METHOD OF CALCULATION
A self-consistent first-principles method is used in our calculations in order to be able to accurately describe the electronic charge rearrangement that occurs near the interface. This is crucial for a realistic description of the resulting intervalley mixing in the ultrathin SL systems considered here. In particular, we use density-functional theory ' " with a local-density approximation for the exchange-correlation potential. A pseudopotential scheme is used to project out the core-electron degrees of freedom, with ab initio nonlocal semirelativistic pseudopotentials being generated by the method of Kerker Figure 2 shows the cubic VCA bands involved in the a =a (001) SL band edges in their entirety. As an example, note that a zone-center state of an (n, m)=(2, 2) SL in the (001) orientation will be composed of states at four k points in the parent binary Brillouon zone at I, -, 'X', and X', which are all shown in Fig. 2(a) . Similarly, the VCA states that fold to M in the SL zone are shown in Fig. 2(b) , while those that evolve into L SL states are shown in Fig. 2 A major result (derived in Appendix A) is that there is a universal n dependence to this intervalley coupling strength U: it is comparatively small for even n, while for odd n it is found to decay from its maximal n = 1 value like 1/n. This behavior results from the manner in which the e' '~p hase factor (due to the product of two VCA wave functions separated by G/2) couples to the SL ordering potential 5V, which is approximately odd with respect to inversion about an interface. This generic n dependence is seen both when symmetry forces intervalley mixing between two degenerate VCA states [e.g., between X" and X~in Fig 2 (a) ]. In the former case the level splittings will oscillate with n, nearly vanishing for even n, while decaying like 1/n for odd n. This result is symmetry imposed, and has previously been noted by Froyen et ah. In Msv.
- Table II . Therefore, two of the four VCA levels remain unsplit (making the M~"doublet), while the other two split into M3, and M4, levels, the magnitude of the splitting behaving just as the conduction band (vanishing at n=2, while being one-third as large at n=3 as at n=1).
The relation of these SL levels to the potential wells formed by the band edges of the strained constituents is just as noted above: the unsplit levels remain at the center of the well, while the split levels maintain their average also at that central position, because the well midpoint is the energy of the degenerate VCA levels from which these SL levels evolve.
Levels at I.
The SL levels at L are described by a combination of both of the complementary small n resonant level and large n Kronig-Penney pictures. This is expected from the (001) dispersion of the VCA bands between L»& and L»& shown in Fig. 2(c Fig. 11 and Table   I . [ The 0.05-eV error in the positioning of the absolute energy scale for n= 1 is apparent in Fig. 11(a) - (1) R4v~-
- (4) 1V' for GaAs, I 3, =0 and I &, = -0.24, while for GaP, I 3"= -0.57 and I""= -0.42. As in the case of the (001) interface, the GaAs forms the quantum wells while the GaP forms the barriers. The SL valence-band-maxima states will thus be localized to the GaAs region.
We introduce spin-orbit effects using the quasicubic model described in Sec. IVB. The resulting levels of the strained GaP and GaAs are shown in Fig. 13 We now present the analysis of the single-particle electronic energy levels of the (111) SL's. These calculated energies, and those of their VCA parent levels, are summarized in Table IV. Consider first the folding relationship appropriate to these (111)SL's. As shown in Fig. 14 Because the (111) VCA I mass is heavier than its (001) counterpart, the n =3 valence-band-maximum wave function at I is much more GaAs localized than in the (001) case (86% versus 69%), and its energy level has fallen farther down into the GaAs well from its starting position at the well center. Note that, as in the (001) 
